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I WAS JUST THINKING: My stomach is FLAT.  The L is just silent. 

EDITOR’S RANT:    

 

Spring was a blur this year. Covid 19 isolation, so-so weather, and 

the decision to retire after 55 years in practice were perhaps the 

touchpoints on an otherwise foggy sea for me. The closing of the 

practice and self isolation weren’t all negative. They provided me 

with the unique opportunity to track test the idea of retirement 

enabling me to make my decision with confidence.  

The summer saw us delaying our drive to our lakeside “chalet”  for 

a few weeks but we are now ensconced in our little piece of 

heaven on Lake Memphremagog. It may have been a chilly wet 

spring, but now it is steamy hot. I’m an old retired guy. I don’t do 

heat well – never did. That is my curmudgeonly kick-off to the mid 

summer rant.  

In other news, How about those Oilers! 

It appears we are headed along a roller coaster track as the virus 

continues to breed confusion amongst our political leadership, our 

health experts and our general population. We just learn about 

some jurisdiction easing restrictions only to learn that another is 

reinforcing the ones they eased a couple of weeks ago. Our 

politicians on both sides of the border can’t resist seizing on 

political opportunities in the midst of this pandemic. The health 

care professionals are forced, in the interest of speed and 

transparency to make progress reports about the causes and 

cures far ahead of everything their scientific training would have 

tolerated a year ago. The people have grown weary of the  



RANT cont’d. 

deviations from “normal” and are increasingly resisting advice and taking risks testing 

their luck and immortality, sometimes with tragic results. Evidence is growing that we are 

in this reality for at least another year – more if we don’t get serious. Having said that, we 

are in a wonderful Covid- free spot here without a single case of the disease in our or our 

neighbouring Canton (County). Even we curmudgeons can appreciate that.  

 

 

 

AGING GYROS 

This mid-summer bulletin is so late that I will include the entire two month sea sonal baby 

list in this issue. Summer in July and summer in August (not to subtle pun intended). The 

July Birthday Boys include: Sid Slade (15th); Bill Austin (18th);  Keith Bradley (22nd); 

Gary Kleebaum (24th). Those who arrived in August include: Dorne Hunt (9th); John 

Evans (10th); Bernie Kropp (16th). Well done, fellas. You made it past another 

milestone.  

 



SUMMER GOLF EVENT: 

Al Gordon sent in the following report: 

This year’s golf tournament was a low-key affair with 20 participants gathering to play 

at the Broadmoor Golf course. The weather finally cooperated turning out to be a    

sunny warm Alberta day. As seen in the pictures below, Al Gordon (low gross winner) 

squeaked out a 1 stroke victory over Mr. Beatie and Lawrence Zalasky (low net winner) 

and another close 1 stroke match with Lawrence prevailing over John Williams. The 

group enjoyed some libations and lunch, telling stories on how their games should 

have and could have been better. Fun day. 

AG 
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   GOLF contd. 

 

     Dorne Hunt also submitted some pictures and the following comments on the day: 

If you weren’t there, you missed a great day!  Dick Caddey won the reverse draw.  

The masked one is George Ward, Rikki is sitting with all his friends or social           
distancing. 

DH 

   



 

 

   

 

 

DEDICATION 

Al Gordon reported on a gathering at the 15th tee box on the Broadmoore Golf and Country 

Club. As you know, our fellow Gyro and board member, Brian Wolfe, passed away suddenly 

earlier this year. “Wolfie” was an integral part of the clubs life for many years and so the    

Senior’s League placed and dedicated a memorial bench for him on July 29th. Al explained 

that the wording “Cover the Tower” refers to the communication tower you can see to the 

West, meaning if you hit your drive at the tower you have a good drive, hence cover the   

tower. Brian used those words every time he played the hole.   

Rest in Peace, Wolfie 

      

 

 

 

 

 



HEALTH AND WELFARE: (report by Don Greig) 

BRENDA KROPP 

Brenda broke her right humerus bone about 1 month ago. She has experienced quite 

a bit of pain but that has now been reduced with a different support for her arm. 

Needless to say Bernie is the chief cook and bottle washer and is providing great care 

to Brenda. 

CAROL LESNIAK 

In conversations with Ken he says that he and Carol are both staying safe and Carol is 

doing well. 

LAWRENCE ZALASKY 

About 2 month ago Lawrence had a medical issue which required a hospital visit. He 

was experiencing shortness of breath and some dizziness. Tests have been done, 

some medications changed and he now reports things have improved where he is 

now able to walk without any problems. 

JOHN WILLIAMS 

John and Dawn are staying close to home like the rest of us. He is waiting to hear 

when his surgery will happen on his 2 thumbs. 

KEITH BRADLEY 

Keith had kidney stones blasted the first part of May and is now all okay. 

BILL CARTER 

There is nothing new to report from the last bulletin. When I saw Bill last he is doing 

quite well considering what is happening with Jeanne. His immunology treatments 

have been delayed for 3 months. 

JEANNE CARTER 

Jeanne has finished her chemotherapy treatments and is at home. She was told by 

doctors that she will experience seizures which have now started to happen. The 

outlook, also from doctors, is 1-3 months. Our club extends our thoughts and prayers 

to both Jeanne and Bill. 



A SPECIAL WILLIAMS CELEBRATION 

Awn and John Williams had a very special weekend. On August 8th the pair , along with 

their family celebrated their 60th wedding anniversary. With Covid restrictions in place, the 

numbers in attendance were obviously limited but friends wewre invited to send best 

wished to be read at the event. Gyro sent the following: 

Sixty years together makes you both even more special than you already are. We give you 

both a “thumbs up”. (Glad to help, John). Congratulations and virtual hugs from all your 

Gyro friends. 

Youngest son, John provided some “before and after” photos (see below) along with some 

Williams facts. Both turn 80 this year. Three children (twins in 1962 and John in 1964) were  

one of the blessings the marriage produced. They have lived in Sherwood Park since 1972 

and still love the community, including their Gyro one.  

Congratulations John and Dawn. Well played.  

 

 



THOSE WERE THE DAYS 

                   

Only the tough guys or the tough wannabe’s 

wore these on their biker boots in Grade 7 

They sounded menacing . 

So use Ajax—the foaming clenser, bbbbb bum 

bum, Floats the dirt , bbbbbb bum, right down 

the drain, bbbbbb bum. 

 



 

    Bhutan 

 

   

ANXIETY MEDICINE  

In these uncertain times it is easy to let your anxiety start to creep up . Perhaps while 

we are in various forms of lock-down, some images from our amazing world will help 

remind us that regardless of how things may look right now, we are indeed so lucky 

to be inhabiting this beautiful planet.  

 

No obvious farmland? No problem! Granted the fields are only a metre wide, and granted our 

ploughs all have exactly one blade and are pulled by two-wheeled tractors but hey! We’re 

making it work.  

https://www.google.ca/search?q=cribbage+clipart&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=TD7qUrVlyqXYrM%253A%252CW5gq9jf3czc0rM%252C_&usg=AI4_-kR7-aPopnZ8gK4wUN-HI411v7MuGA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiGxbaZ78reAhWyMn0KHepWAXoQ9QEwBHoECAAQDA


 

ITS WARMING UP..ITS TIME FOR T-SHIRTS 

   

 



GYRETTE GIGGLES  

 

 
 

 



Hmmm..  

    



      

MEDICAL MOMENTS 

       



 

             COVID COMEDY 

 



 

 

 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 
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MEANWHLE NOT IN CANADA 



SOUTH OF THE BORDER, DOWN WASHINGTON WAY 

             
 

        

  

 

 



           COVID COUNT-DOWN    WEEK 20 

     



 ANIMAL INSTINKS 

 

 

        

 

         Yup. Pretty much our dog, Jak.  

 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS  

(The biproducts of family self-isolation) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GYRO FRIENDSHIP THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

 AND THE LAST WORD…. 

   SB 
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